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AUTOMATED CHEMICAL REGULATION 
The Phileo VP automatically regulates pH levels in the water by setting  
an ideal pH level and injecting the chemical accordingly, guaranteeing 
efficient and effective water treatment. 

CONNECTED AND INTUTITIVE
Regulate your pH from a simple, and easy to use application, setting  
alerts schedule chemical dispensing, receive alerts directly to your phone,  
and let the Phileo do the rest. 

Compatible with Vigipool

RELIABLE AND SIMPLE
The Phileo VP is paired with a compact measuring chamber to make chemical 
measurement more reliable and simplify the installation of your device.

EASY TO INSTALL
The Phileo VP is the easiest pH regulator system  
to install on the market. Plug the Phileo VP into any 
protected 120V outlet. From there, the flow rate 
sensor captures the filtration status and gives you a 
more reliable indication. For an even easier setup,  
it’s possible to add a measurement chamber, which 
houses all the accessories necessary to treat your pool 
water in a single location, including a sensor, chemical 
injector, and flow monitor.

MEASUREMENT 
CHAMBER

FLOW RATE 
CONNEXION

 SENSOR 
CONNEXION<  5 FT  >

QUICK VISUALIZATION 
The dosing pump lights up in various colors to alert you of your water quality. 
With a quick glance, you can see your pool’s water chemistry without having 
to test, giving you more time in the pool. 
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COMPLETE AND INTUITIVE SETTINGS
The settings for pH regulation can be done in mere minutes, thanks to  
a single button or the intuitive smartphone app, allowing for additional 
settings and functions. 

AVAILABLE SETUP APP. DEVICE

Mode selection (pH+ or pH-) √

Choice of setpoint value (6.8 à 7.6) √ √

Calibration of the pH 7.0 sensor √ √

Calibration of the 2-points sensor √

Manual adjustment of the measurement (+/- 3.0) √

Overdose alert setup  √

Tank volume setup √

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED POWER
MAX  

INJECTION 
VOLUME

MAXIMUM  
FLOW RATE

MAX  
TANK  

VOLUME
CONNECTION DIMENSIONS 

BOX

PF10J050 PHILEO VP pH sensor,  
calibration
Kit (bottle
+ solution),
injection kit

clamp saddles

120V AC
2 liters / day
.5 gal / day

*can be adjusted 

1 l / h
34 oz / h

150 m³
5300 ft³

Wi-Fi  
(close range and 
at a distance) / 

Bluetooth®

5.1 in x 4.5in  
x 1.37 in

KITPH001 PHILEO VP + 
ZELIA POD

Zelia Pod  
measurement

chamber

SET-UP COLORS

pH- mode

pH+ mode

Sensor calibration     
DAILY CONTROL COLORS

Measuring error 

Maximum daily volume

pH measurement     

PEACE OF MIND WITH A QUICK GLANCE
The peristaltic dosing Phileo VP is equipped with a color changing, LED light, 
which changes according to the water chemistry of your pool. This patented 
process, also used in the Zelia electrolyzer, provides you with the water 
chemistry feedback you need, from across your pool deck, and immediately 
tells when your pool needs to be rebalanced. 

IDEAL  
MEASUREMENT  
(<0.1)

WAY OFF  
MEASUREMENT  

(<1)

CLOSE  
MEASUREMENT  

(>0.1 - <1)

To make your installation even easier, it's possible to add a Zelia Pod 
measurement chamber which requires just one hole, drilled in the piping.PH SENSOR FLOW SWITCHINJECTION KIT
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PHILEO VP  
IS SUPPLIED  
WITH: 


